A series of studies was undertaken to examine how rate normalization in speech perception would be influenced by the similarity, duration, and phonotactics of phonemes that were adjacent or distal from the initial, target phoneme. The duration of the adjacent (following) phoneme always had an effect on perception ofthe initial target. Neither phonotactics nor acoustic similarity seemed to have any influence on this rate normalization effect. However, effects of the duration of the nonadjacent (distal) phoneme were only found when that phoneme was temporally close to the target. These results suggest that there is a temporal window over which rate normalization occurs. In most cases, only the adjacent phoneme or adjacent two phonemes will fall within this window and thus influence perception of a phoneme distinction.
A series of studies was undertaken to examine how rate normalization in speech perception would be influenced by the similarity, duration, and phonotactics of phonemes that were adjacent or distal from the initial, target phoneme. The duration of the adjacent (following) phoneme always had an effect on perception ofthe initial target. Neither phonotactics nor acoustic similarity seemed to have any influence on this rate normalization effect. However, effects of the duration of the nonadjacent (distal) phoneme were only found when that phoneme was temporally close to the target. These results suggest that there is a temporal window over which rate normalization occurs. In most cases, only the adjacent phoneme or adjacent two phonemes will fall within this window and thus influence perception of a phoneme distinction.
One of the fundamental issues in speech perception research involves the apparent lack of invariance between the acoustic signal and the listener's perception. Listeners somehow manage to perceive messages correctly, despite the variability in the acoustic signal caused by changes in speaking rate, talkers, and dialect. Researchers often have tried to examine each of these issues separately, in the hope that they would later be able to combine their findings into one theory.
One of the sources of variability in the acoustic signal is the rate at which a person speaks. People do not talk at a constant rate, and certain phonemes change substantially in duration as speaking rate changes (Crystal & House, 1982 , 1990 Miller, Grosjean, & Lomanto, 1984; or see Miller, 1981 , for a review of earlier work). In addition, talkers differ in their intrinsic rate ofspeech (see Crystal & House, 1988d) , and some dialects either lengthen sounds or shorten them. The issue ofrate change is especially important because some phonemic contrasts are cued, in whole or in part, by their duration. For instance, the fbl-/wl manner contrast can be cued by differences in duration alone, with shorter initial transitions being heard as more "b-like" and longer transitions as more "w-like" (Liberman, Delattre, Gerstman, & Cooper, 1956; Miller & Liberman, 1979) . However, when we listen to someone who talks very quickly, we still hear Iwl phonemes: they do not all sound like stops. Conversely, when we listen to someone who speaks very slowly, intended fb/s do not all sound like Iw/s. Miller and Baer (1983) analyzed the transition This research was supported by NIDCD Grant RO 1-DC00219 to SUNY at Buffalo and by a National Science Foundation Graduate Fellowship to the first author. Some of these data were previously presented at the 123rd meeting of the Acoustical Society of America, May 1992, in Salt Lake City, and at the 124th meeting of the Acoustical Society of America, October 1992, in New Orleans. Comments may be sent to either author at the Department of Psychology, Park Hall, SUNY at Buffalo, Buffalo, NY 14260 (e-mail: rochelle@art.fss.buffalo.edu).
durations for Ibal and Iwal and found that for a given speaking rate, Iwl transitions were always longer than fbi transitions. Across different speaking rates, however, the distributions overlapped for every speaker whom they examined. Obviously, we somehow compensate for the differences in speaking rate among talkers and among different tokens from any particular talker.
When researchers first began to examine how people compensated for changes in speaking rate, many focused on the immediately preceding words or syllables (see Miller, 1981 , for a review). A few people examined more distal precursor effects (Kidd, 1989; Summerfield, 1981) . From the work of Summerfield (1981) and Kidd (1989) , it is clear that there are two components to the influence of a precursor phrase. One involves the influence of segments that immediately precede the target segment. The other involves the rate of speech of the phrase or sentence preceding the target. In addition to this work on the influence of preceding information upon the perception of duration-based phonetic contrasts, Miller and Liberman (1979) found that listeners take the apparent rate ofspeech following a particular phoneme into account whenmaking duration-based distinctions. In their study, listeners identified tokens ranging from fba/ to Iwa/ with the syllable duration (vowel duration) varied between series. The listeners' category boundary between fbi and Iwl changed with the variation in the following vowel duration. A longer vowel, suggesting a slower speaking rate, made the initial sound seem shorter in comparison. Transitions that might, at a faster rate, be too long for a fbi would still be heard as fbi-like with this slower speech rate, and tran-the Ibl end of the series. These results imply that a rate normalization process is taking place in speech perception. Phonetic contrasts that incorporate duration cues seem to be perceptually normalized, or scaled, to the rate of speech. Miller and Liberman (1979) performed two additional experiments in order to explore this issue further. In one, they added a second syllable (ldal) to two of their originallbal-/wal series. As in their first experiment, lengthening the vowel adjacent to the initial consonant shifted the category boundary to a longer transition duration. Lengthening the second syllable also had this effect, even though it was more removed, temporally, from the initial contrast. It is important to note that the difference in duration in the second syllable was entirely a difference in the duration of the vowel, since the Idl transitions did not vary.
In their final experiment, Miller and Liberman (1979) examined the effect of adding a final consonant to the original consonant-vowel (CV) syllables. They added a final Idl to two ofthe Ibal-/wal series and then compared the category boundaries for these new series with those for the original CV series. As before, lengthening the vowel led to a category boundary at a longer transition duration. Adding the final Idl also had an effect, moving the category boundaries toward the Ibl end of the series. This is exactly opposite the effect of lengthening the vowel, which would lead to category boundary movement toward the Iwl end of the series. ' Fowler (1983 ' Fowler ( , 1987 suggests that the speech gesture for the consonant may overlay (and partially occlude) the longer gesture for the vowel. Or, perhaps the addition of the consonant provides a clear acoustic endpoint for the vowel. Either interpretation results in the vowel appearing to be shorter than it would without the consonant. This apparently shorter vowel would, in turn, make the initial segment seem longer, resulting in the category shift.
Much subsequent research has focused on explaining whether this rate normalization process is specific to speech or is part of a more general, auditory coding of sound (Diehl & Walsh, 1989; Pisoni, Carrell, and Gans, 1983 ). An alternative approach to describing the process is to map out the stimulus differences that influence rate normalization and examine how they relate to other linguistic coding. Returning to the Ibad/-/wadl stimuli of Miller and Liberman (1979) , we know that the presence or absence of the final Idl alters the listener's placement of the phonetic category boundary. Unfortunately, the authors did not examine the results further by systematically altering the length ofthis final consonant. There is no way of telling from these experiments whether systematic variation in the duration of nonvocalic segments can alter rate normalization. It is clear from their results that the addition of the final Idl did shift the category boundary. However, the effect ofchanges within the final Idl is a separate question. Summerfield (1981) addressed this issue with the series Ibi/-/pi/ and Ibiz/-/piz/. Altering vowel duration had the expected effect upon the Ib/-/pl boundary. A longer vowel produced more voiced "b" responses, moving the category boundary to longer voice onset times (VOTs). Conversely, a shorter vowelproduced more voiceless "p" responses. Adding a final consonant shifted the locus of the category boundary, replicating the findings of Miller and Liberman (1979) . Summerfield also altered the duration of the final consonant. This alteration had no effect, suggesting that the absolute duration ofthe final segment does not influence the initial distinction. However, it is unclear why the final segment had no effect. Perhaps it was too far removed temporally from the initial distinction. Perhaps consonants in general are not used in rate normalization, or perhaps they do not provide information strong enough to outweigh the effect of the vowel's duration. Perhaps a distal consonant could have an effect, but only if it was similar acoustically to the initial distinction.
Another approach to the issue of the nature of rate normalization processes is exemplified in the work of Miller and Dexter (1988) . They found that when listeners responded faster to a stimulus, they did not show the same duration effects as when they responded more slowly. They used stimuli with an initial Ib/-/pl contrast and found the standard category boundary shift when manipulating the duration of the immediately following vowel (Iii), at least when they used a simple categorization task. However, when they altered the procedure to encourage listeners to respond faster, the results changed. When listeners responded slowly, they still showed the change in Ibl-/pl boundary characteristic of rate normalization. However, as listeners responded more quickly, their category boundaries converged. In the fastest responses, there was no change in the Ib/-/pl category boundary as a function of the duration of the following vowel. Presumably, listeners generated a response before the perceptual processing of the vowel was finished, so changes in vowel duration came too late to have an effect. This would explain why the change in vowel duration did not cause a boundary shift. However, the category boundary for the fastest responses was not located at the midpoint ofthe two boundaries for the slower responses, as one might expect. That is, the listeners' fastest responses did not treat all vowels as being ofintermediate duration. Rather, their category boundary was similar to that found for shorter vowels in the slower responses. Miller and Dexter (1988) suggested that, "although listeners do not always use all potentially relevant rate information within the syllable, they do use whatever rate information is available at the time of initiating the response.... Thus, listeners can base their decision on only the early portion of the syllable (leading to fast response times), but when doing so, they treat the syllable as if it were physically short" (p. 375). The listeners acted as if the vowel ended at the point in time at which they initiated the process of making a response. This interpretation suggests that the use of rate information is obligatory. A short-vowel effect was found for the fast responses, even though the listeners did not actually know what the vowel duration would be. Apparently they could not avoid normalizing on the basis of the partial (and sometimes incorrect) data that they already had. This result also suggests that as information regarding rate is placed farther and farther from the initial contrast, there is less likelihood that listeners will process that information before making their decision. Thus, there should be a greater effect of speaking rate for phonemes closer to the durational contrast.
In all the studies examined so far, CV or CVC syllables were used, and in all of them effects ofthe vowel duration on perception ofthe previous, initial consonant were found. This leaves some questions unanswered, however. First, can a nonvocalic segment that varies in duration and follows the target influence perception of the target? Is the phonetic identity of the segment that follows the target a factor in rate normalization? Summerfield (1981) failed to find an effect with a consonant, but it was farther away from the initial distinction than was the vowel, which did show an effect. Thus, temporal distance of the contextual information from the target may be the critical factor. Second, is there an effect of acoustic (or phonetic) similarity? Are segments that share some features (either acoustic or phonetic) with the initial consonant more likely to serve as the basis for normalization than more dissimilar segments? Last, in what situations can nonadjacent segments affect rate normalization? Miller and Liberman (1979) found effects ofa nonadjacent segment in one series (/bada/-/wada/), but no one has examined the temporal limits over which nonadjacent segments can demonstrate effects. We will discuss each of these issues in turn.
Phonetic Identity
Gay's (1978) studies of variation in segmental durations as a function of speaking rate show that the vowel appears to change more than do the surrounding stop consonants. The data on segmental durations of Crystal and House (1988a , 1988b , 1988c , 1988d show that all phonetic segments do vary in duration with different speaking rates. However, vowel duration appears to be more variable than consonant duration (Crystal & House, 1988d) . We might predict that there will be an effect of variation in phoneme duration only to the extent to which there is variation in production of that phoneme as a function of rate. That is, phonemes whose duration normally varies substantially with speaking rate might be expected to be more influential in rate normalization than phonemes that vary to a lesser extent. If this is the case, stop consonants should be less important for rate normalization than vowels. Furthermore, Miller and Baer (1983) found that with changes in speaking rate, the transitions for Iwl changed far more than those for Ibl (which remained close to constant). We might predict, then, that approximant (/w/ and Iy/) duration also would affect rate normalization more than would stop consonant duration. Knowing that some phonemes are more strongly influenced by the effect of speaking rate, listeners may try to normalize the signal on the basis of those phonemes, regardless oftheir position in the syllable. However, iflisteners are responding quickly, they will only be able to use as much of the signal as they have already processed when they make their decision.
It is also possible that the vowel is particularly important for rate normalization. As the most sonorant phoneme in the syllable (or the sonority peak), vowels hold an important position in linguistic theory. Since every syllable has a sonority peak (usually, although not always, a vowel), but syllables need not have any other phonemes, the perceptual system might simply normalize on the basis of the vowel. Although we know of no theories that predict this explicitly, it would seem to be a plausible way to normalize for speaking rate. Ifthis were the case, the vowel would serve as the basis of rate normalization, regardless of its position within the syllable, and other phonemes would have little or no effect. Thus, if the vocalic segments are the guideposts in rate normalization, we would expect nonadjacent vowels to still have a duration-based effect (except in speeded classification). Further, we would predict that variation in consonant duration should produce little or no rate normalization, regardless of the position of the consonant in the syllable. However, since phonemes seem to lie on a continuum from high to low sonority, perhaps the duration of more sonorant consonants, such as the approximants Iwl and Iy/, would still have an effect.
Similarity
Another factor that may playa role in rate normalization is the acoustic similarity between the target and the later-occurring segment. For our purposes, we will assume that this acoustic similarity is based on segments having acoustic attributes, such as periodicity or aperiodicity, in common. The greater the number of common acoustic attributes (and the fewer the number of distinct acoustic attributes), the greater the similarity, and the greater the predicted rate normalization effect of the segment on the target.
A recent study by Green, Stevens, and Kuhl (1994) offers some tentative support for a principle of similarity. They compared rate normalization for four different types ofCV syllables. The vowel identity was preserved across all four types, but the formant frequencies were shifted upward part way through the vowel to reflect a different talker (while the fundamental frequency remained unchanged), the fundamental was shifted (while the formant frequencies remained unchanged), neither was changed, or both were changed. Their results showed that when the fundamental was changed, only the initial vowel segment (the unaltered portion) influenced the listener's phonetic categorization. Although Green et al. did not find that changing the vowel formant frequencies altered the influence of vowel duration, subsequent work by Lotto, Kluender, and Holt (1994) has shown that a change in formant frequencies can produce results similar to the FO results. That is, when either FO or the formant frequencies change sufficiently, only the duration of the vowel up to the change influences rate normalization. Thus, similarity (or continuity in FO andlor the formants) appears to influence rate normalization.
It is also possible that phonetic similarity, in addition to acoustic similarity, will have an effect. That is, perhaps knowing that Ipl is very similar to Ibl would lead a listener to normalize one based on the other. If phonetic similarity were to have an effect, however, it might not be possible to separate this effect from one of acoustic similarity, since phonetic similarity is presumably based, at least in part, on similarity in the underlying acoustic information. Since our principle of similarity is based on this same acoustic information, distinguishing between these two types of similarity (phonetic and nonphonetic) may be difficult. In a similar vein, the similarity in articulatory gestures involved in the production of two phonemes may be involved in rate normalization. Again, separating this from acoustic (or phonetic) similarity would be difficult and is beyond the scope of this paper.
Adjacency
We expect that, all other things being equal, the closer in time that a particular acoustic segment occurs to the target segment, the greater the influence of that segment's duration on the perception of the target segment. The largest rate normalization effects should be found for acoustic segments adjacent to the target. This expectation is based on two lines of reasoning. First, as a consequence of coarticulation, adjacent segments carry mutually relevant information. This information would include speaking rate. Second, the on-line, real-time processing demands of spoken language understanding require that phoneme and word recognition keep pace with the signal. Consequently, remote information about speaking rate, especially when the remote information comes after the target phoneme, should be less likely to influence perception than adjacent information. However, if adjacency is the dominant principle in rate normalization, we would predict that adjacent segments, regardless of their phonetic identity, would show a strong effect. More distal phonemes should show a smaller effect, if at all, regardless of their similarity to the initial contrast or their sonority.
These principles all make different predictions about which phonemes in a sequence will have the greatest effect on an initial distinction. We will use the sequence Ispofl ("spoash") as an example. Ifsome notion ofsonority is relevant for rate normalization, the vowel would have the strongest effect on perception of the initial consonant, even though it is separated from it by an intervening phoneme. If rate normalization is dependent on the degree to which phoneme classes tend to vary in production, we would similarly expect the vowel to have the strongest effect. Since stop consonants do not vary with speaking rate to the same degree as vowels vary, the influence of the Ipl would be smaller. On the other hand, the adjacency principle predicts that this intervening consonant would have the strongest effect, and that the effect of the vowel would be smaller, if present at all. If rate normalization is based on acoustic similarity, the duration of the final IfI might well have a strong effect on perception of the initial contrast, since both phonemes are voiceless and aperiodic while the others are periodic and voiced. These different predictions were examined in the following experiments.
With these questions in mind, we decided to examine first the role of the similarity between the final consonant in CVC syllables and perception ofa syllable-initial distinction. As mentioned above, both Miller and Liberman (1979) and Summerfield (1981) found that adding a final consonant to a CV syllable had an effect on perception of the initial consonant, but Summerfield found no effect of changing the duration of a final consonant. We wanted to follow up on these results, using a final consonant similar acoustically to the initial contrast.
EXPERIMENT 1
The purpose of this experiment was twofold: first, to determine whether a distal (not adjacent) consonant that follows the target phoneme will have the same type of effect on the perception of an initial duration-based contrast as an adjacent (following) vowel. Second, we wished to examine the role ofacoustic similarity in rate normalization. For this study, we chose to use the Itfl-If I distinction as the initial contrast. The affricate Itfl is distinguished from the fricative IfI by the duration offricative noise (Gerstman, 1957) and the "attack" or amplitude rise-time at onset (Cutting & Rosner, 1974) . The IfI (as in "shoe") is typically longer in duration and has a more gradual attack, whereas the Itfl (as in "chew") is shorter and has the abrupt attack characteristic of a stop. This contrast was chosen because duration is a potent cue to this phonetic distinction (see Repp, Liberman, Eccardt, & Pesetsky, 1978) . Furthermore, Kluender and Walsh (1992) have demonstrated that frication duration alone is sufficient to signal the affricatelfricative distinction, and that this cue has a greater influence on perception than does rise-time variation.
The base syllables Itfresl and Ifresl were the starting point for the experiment. A synthetic Itfres/-Ifresl series was generated in which the initial affricate-fricative distinction was cued by the duration of the initial, aperiodic segment ofthe syllable. From this series, two sets of stimuli were generated. For one set, three series were constructed with short-, intermediate-, and long-duration vowels. The duration of the final fricative lsi was held constant. In the second set, the duration of the vowel was held constant. Here, the three series were constructed with short, intermediate, and long final lsi durations.
An lsi was chosen for the final consonant because it is aperiodic and because fricatives vary in duration as a function of speaking rate (Crystal & House, 1982 , 1988c Itfresl using the parallel mode of the cascadelparallel software synthesizer described by Klatt (1980 Table I .
These durations are within the range of durations for vowels and fricatives reported by Crystal and House (1988b , 1988c , 1988d Procedure. Listeners were run in small groups ranging from I to 5 at a time. Stimulus presentation and response collection were controlled by a Digital Equipment Corporation PDP-II!34 computer. The stimuli, which were stored on disk, were converted to analog form in real-time by a 12-bit, digital-to-analog converter at a 10-kHz sampling rate, low-pass filtered at 4.8 kHz, amplified, and presented binaurally through TDH-39 headphones. The syllables were presented in random order. Listeners were asked to rate the quality ofthe initial phoneme on a six-point scale, ranging from I, a good "ch," to 6, a good "sh," The use ofratings allows us to detect subtle differences within a category to which percentage data are not sensitive (Sawusch, 1976) . After the stimulus had been presented, listeners responded by pressing the appropriate button on a computer-controlled response box. The presentation pace depended on the listeners' response speed. The next syllable was presented as soon as every listener had responded, or after an interval of 4.0 sec had elapsed, whichever came first. Responses from the first block of 60 trials were considered practice and were not included in subsequent data analysis. After the practice set, stimuli were presented in blocks of90 trials (three repetitions of each of the 30 items), and all listeners received at least five blocks. Because ofhardware problems on specific blocks, some listeners did not receive as many blocks as did others. In the varying vowel condition, 6 listeners received seven blocks (21 repetitions), 2 received six blocks (18 repetitions), and 6 received only five blocks ( 15 repetitions Results and Discussion For each listener, a mean rating was computed for each stimulus in each series. The ItJI-IJI category boundary for each listener was then determined for each series by linear interpolation between the rating responses for the two stimuli on either side of a neutral (3.5) response. We also tabulated the total percentages of "ch" responses given by each listener to all of the stimuli in each series.' While the movement of the category boundary should indicate changes in the perception ofambiguous stimuli, the overall percentage of "ch" responses to the series as a whole would include any changes away from the boundary of the series as well as those at the boundary. As noted by S~muel (1986) with respect to selective adaptation data, this overall percentage measure may be a more sensitive ind~x of changes in perception. Two one-way analyses of vanance (ANOVAs) with the factor of segment duration (short, intermediate, and long) were run on the category boundary data, one for the adjacent vowel duration data and one for the final fricative duration data. Two additional one-way ANOVAs, comparable to those run on the category boundary data, were run on the percentage data.
As expected, there was a significant effect of the variation in vowel duration on the affricate-fricative category boundary [F(2,26) Table 2 shows the mean boundary locations and percentage "ch" responses for the fricative duration~onditions. The mean rating functions, collapsed across listeners, are shown in the right-hand panel of Figure 2 . We were concerned that the vowel duration may have been so long as to prevent the lsi from affecting the initial distinction. Since our goal was to determine whether it was possible for a distal consonant to affect the perception of the initial distinction, we wanted to make it as easy as possible for the consonant to have an effect. Therefore, we decided to rerun this condition with a shorter vowel duration, in order to make the final lsi less temporally distant from the affricate-fricative distinction. At the same time, we made the short and long lsI durations more extreme, with a short lsI duration of 80 msec, the intermediate still 140 msec, and a long lsI of260 msec. Using these new stimuli we ran 24 n~w listeners according to the procedure dis~ussed previously, Of these, 4 had to be dropped from the experiment for a failure to classify the end points. The results for these new listeners were examined in the same way as those in the earlier condition, and with the same results. The duration of the final lsI had no effect on the perception of the initial contrast [F(2,38) 
These results replicate the earlier work which found an effect of variation in the duration ofan adjacent vowel on an initial phonetic contrast (see Kluender & Walsh, 1.988 , for comparable results with the /tJI-IJI distinctIon). However, a later occurring consonant did not have t~is .eff~ct, even when its acoustic similarity to the initial distinction was putatively greater than that of the vowel to the initial distinction. If these results generalize to other cases, they may indicate that the major factor in subsequent information that influences rate normalization is the duration of the adjacent segment; or, they may suggest that the major factor is the duration of the vowel since the current experiment cannot distinguish between these two possibilities.
.Th~se data do not provide support for a similarity principle, although they do not rule it out absolutely. It [3-8-8 6.-------------., is possible that among adjacent segments, a more similar one would receive a greater weighting. However, even ifthat were so, similarity would be a relatively weak stimulus factor. The type ofsimilarity that we used here (shared periodicity) does influence selective adaptation (see Samuel, 1988) . Even though the stimuli were constructed so that the nonadjacent segment lsi was more similar to the initial phoneme (aperiodic, matching the initial Itfl-Ifl contrast) while the adjacent vowel was less similar (periodic and not matching the initial Itfl-Ifl contrast), no influence of the nonadjacent lsi was found. This same pattern of no effect was found in a follow-up test with slightly different stimuli, so it seems to be a reliable result. Thus, at present, we have no evidence for a role of similarity with distal (nonadjacent) consonants in normalization for speaking rate.
EXPERIMENT 2
The results from Experiment 1 suggest that the durations of distal consonants have little or no effect on the perception of a syllable initial phoneme distinction. In comparison, the duration of an adjacent vowel has a robust influence. This leaves us with the question of, "Why the vowel?" Is it because it was a vowel per se, the nucleus of the syllable? Or is it because it was adjacent to the initial contrast? The former would suggest that attention is focused on the phonemes known to be most affected by speaking rate. The latter would suggest the possibility that sounds may always be normalized on the basis of the duration of other, adjacent, segments, regardless of what these segments are. In Experiment 2, we decided to move the vowel away from the initial contrast, turning it into a distal (nonadjacent) phoneme. In this experiment, the initial Itfl-Ifl distinction was examined in the syllables /tjwees/ and Ifwres/. The duration of both the adjacent consonant (/w/) and the distal vowel (/re/) was varied.
Method
Subjects. The listeners were 41 students from an introductory psychology course at the State University of New York at Buffalo who participated in the experiment for class credit. All listeners were native speakers of English and had no reported history of a speech or hearing impairment. Nineteen listeners heard the three series of stimuli that varied in the duration of the approximant Iwl, and 22 heard the three series varying in lrel vowel duration. The data of 9 listeners were omitted from the analysis. In the approximant condition, 2 listeners could not categorize the stimuli, and I additional listener had to be dropped because of equipment failure. In the vowel condition, 3 listeners could not categorize the stimuli consistently, and another 3 were dropped because ofequipment failure. This left a total of 16 listeners in the approximant condition, and 16 in the vowel condition.
Stimuli. A male, native speaker of English (IR.S.) recorded the syllable Ifwresl in the context of running speech. The stimulus was amplified, low-pass filtered at 4.8 kHz, digitized via a 12-bit, analogto-digital converter at a to-kHz sampling rate, and stored on computer disk. The syllable was excised from the carrier sentence, "Norton said _ _ to me." The initial fricative segment from I[wees/ was then separated from the remainder of the syllable, with the boundary being the zero-crossing preceding the first pitch pulse of the Iw/. This particular speaker produced an unusually long fricative (172 msec), so 32 msec were cut from the beginning of the stimulus so that its length was more typical of that found in normal conversation. A IO-itemcontinuum ranging from Ifl to Itfl was created by successively removing sections from the fricative onset to the zero crossing nearest to msec from onset. A linear amplitude ramp was used over the initial portion ofeach edited token. The duration of this ramp was varied with the duration ofthe frication, giving the stimuli a natural attack. This resulted in correlated durational and attack cues for the contrast, as would be found in natural speech. The resulting Ifl-/tfl series ranged from 140 to 50 msec in duration in 10-msec steps, with the amplitude ramp varying from 54 to I msec in 9-msec steps. These duration values are similar to those of the synthetic series in Experiment I, which ranged from 150 to 60 msec in duration. There was an additional 49 msec of coarticulation between the IfI and Iw/. This section was not altered, and might be considered part of both phonemes.
The remainder of the syllable, Iwresl, was edited to create four new syllables: one with a shorter Iwl, one with a shorter vowel, one with a longer Iwl, and one with a longer vowel. As can be seen, the central, intermediate value is not halfway between the long and short values on a linear scale. Rather, it is centrally located on a logarithmic scale. That is, the proportional increase from intermediate to long is the same as the proportional increase from short to intermediate. These durations were chosen to reflect the distribution of durations for approximants and vowels in normal speech (see Crystal & House, 1988d) .
We considered the first seven pitch pulses (afterthe 15I-/wl coarticulation) as belonging to the Iwl (rather than the lre/) for editing purposes, because these pulses seemed to constitute the formant transitions (particularly the first formant) ofthe Iw/. For the shorter Iw/, the even-numbered pitch pulses were removed, for a total of3 fewer pulses. For the longer Iw/, each of the 7 pulses was duplicated, resulting in a stimulus with 14 pulses. In each case, a pitch pulse was identified as consisting of all of the waveform samples from the first sample after the last zero crossing before the pulse to the last sample before the last zero crossing before the next pulse. The lrel vowel contained 10 pitch pulses. For the short lre/, every other pulse (the even-numbered pulses) was deleted, for a total of 5 fewer pulses. For the long lre/, all 10 were duplicated. The short and long vowel-duration stimuli all contained the intermediate Iwl duration (69 msec), and the short and long Iwl stimuli had the intermediate vowel duration (104 msec). These 5 tokens ofIwresl were then spliced to the ends ofeach ofthe 10 members ofthe It 51-I51 continuum, resulting in 50 different syllables. Two sets of stimuli were created, one with the Iwl varying (consisting ofthe short /w/ series, the intermediate series, and the long Iwl series), and the other with the vowel varying (consisting of the short lrel series, the intermediate series, and the long lrel series). Each set had a total of 30 stimuli, and listeners heard only one of the two sets.
Procedure. The procedure was almost identical to that used in Experiment I. All participants listened to a practice block containing two occurrences of each of the 30 syllables in their set in random order. This was followed by blocks of 3 repetitions of each stimulus in the set. All listeners received at least five blocks. In the vowel condition, 3 listeners received six blocks, or 18 repetitions, whereas the remaining listeners all received five blocks, or 15 repetitions of each stimulus. In the approximant condition, 4 listeners received five blocks (15 repetitions), and the remaining 12 received six (18 repetitions) of each stimulus.
Results and Discussion
The basic data analysis procedure was the same as in Experiment 1. For each listener, a mean rating was computed for each stimulus in each series. The ItII-/II category boundary for each listener was then determined for each series, and a one-way ANOVA was run on these data for each of the two groups. As in Experiment 1, an ANOVA was also performed on the percentages of "ch" responses for each series. As expected from the adjacency principle, the variation in duration of the approximant had a significant effect on the initial distinction [F(2,30) Table 4 and the three rating functions are shown in the right panel ofFigure 3. The results from this experiment, together with those of Experiment 1, are consistent with an adjacency principle in rate normalization. The adjacent segment always had an effect, whether it was a vowel or not. The vowel only had an effect when it was adjacent. We should also consider one alternative explanation for our results. It is possible that the Iw/ had an effect because, like vowels, it is strongly influenced by speaking rate (Crystal & House, 1988d; Miller & Baer, 1983 ). If we pay attention to vowel duration because it carries so much relevant information, it would not be surprising if we also attended to approximant duration. Given this line of reasoning, replacing the Iwl with a stop consonant should reduce or eliminate the effects ofthe adjacent consonant, since stop consonants are less influenced by speaking rate than are approximants (Miller & Baer, 1983) .
EXPERIMENT 3
Experiment 3 was very similar to Experiment 2, with the exception that the stop consonant /k/ was used instead of the approximant /wl as the adjacent consonant, and a different vowel was used. The syllables in this experiment were /tjkas/ and I[kas/. If changing the duration ofthe Ikl affects the perception ofthe initial contrast, we can state with some confidence that any adjacent phoneme can affect the perception of the initial duration distinction. If the stop consonant does not have an effect, however, we must assume that the results from Experiment 2 were the result of using an approximant as the consonant, lending support to a vocalic principle.
Four general outcomes are possible from this experiment: (1) the variation in neither the Ikl duration nor the fa! duration has an effect; (2) the effect of the duration of the adjacent consonant dominates perception; (3) the effect of the vowel dominates perception; or (4) the durations of both phonemes contribute to perception. The first possibility would suggest that only segments that are both vocalic and adjacent can have duration-based effects. If the fk/ duration has an effect, while the vowel duration either has no effect or a much weaker one, the results from this experiment alone would support a model of rate normalization based on a principle of adjacency.
It seems unlikely that the nonadjacent vowel alone would have an effect, since it did not have one in the previous experiment. However, were this to occur, we would have to assume that the most nearly adjacent segment that normally varies with speaking rate tends to have an effect. Since approximants can be influenced by speaking rate, the fwf had an effect in the prior experiment. Since stop consonants are less influenced by speaking rate, normalization waits until the next phoneme, the vowel, occurs. Although this explanation is logical, it seems rather inelegant. Finally, if the fk/ and fa! both have an effect, it would suggest that there may be both an effect of phoneme identity and an adjacency effect. Again, it would be difficult to explain why the nonadjacent vowel had an effect here but not in the previous experiment.
Method
Subjects. The listeners were 33 volunteers from the State University of New York at Buffalo and the surrounding community. They were paid $5 for their participation in the experiment. All were native speakers ofEnglish with no reported history of a speech or hearing disorder. Fourteen listeners heard the stimuli with the varying Ikl duration, and 19 heard the stimuli with the varying lal vowel duration. Of these, 9 had to be dropped from the analysis of the data because they could not consistently classify the end points.
This left II listeners in the condition with the varying Ik/ duration, and 13 who heard the stimuli with the varying Ia! duration.
Stimuli. A male native speaker of English (J.R.S.) recorded the syllable I[kas/ in the context of running speech. His speech was amplified, low-pass filtered at 4.8 kHz, digitized via a 12-bit, analogto-digital converter at a 10-kHz sampling rate, and stored on computer disk. The syllable was excised from the carrier sentence, "Norton said _ _ to me." The initial IfI fricative segment from Ifkasl was then spliced from the remainder ofthe syllable at the beginning of the closure for the Ik/. A 10-item continuum ranging from IfI to Itfl was created by removing successive 10-msec sections from the IfI fricative onset, as previously described in Experiment 2. A linear amplitude ramp was used over the initial portion of each edited token. The duration of this ramp was varied with the duration of the frication. This gave the stimuli a more natural attack and resulted in correlated durational and attack cues for the contrast, as would be found in natural speech. The resulting Ifl-/tfl series ranged from ISO to 60 msec in duration in lO-msec steps, with the amplitude ramp varying from 60 to 6 msec in 9-msec steps.
The remainder of the syllable, Ikas/, was edited to create four new syllables: one with a shorter Ik/, one with a shorter vowel, one with a longer Ik/, and one with a longer vowel. The approximate durations for the consonant and vowel portions of these syllables are given in Table 5 . 5 The vowel and stop durations are within the range reported by Crystal and House (1988a , 1988b , 1988d for American English.
We considered the first 4 pitch pulses as belonging to the Ikl (rather than the Ia!) for editing purposes, because these seemed to correspond to the formant transitions (particularly the first formant transition). For the shorter Ik/, 2 of these pulses were deleted (the even-numbered pulses), as well as 16.5 msec of the burst and aspiration (the original burst and aspiration together were about 31 msec in duration). Short (less than 3.5-msec duration), nonadjacent sections of the burst and aspiration were deleted so that the overall amplitude profile remained the same and any frequency changes in the spectrum were preserved. For the longer Ik/, each of the 4 pitch pulses was duplicated, and a total of 15.5 msec of burst plus aspiration was also duplicated. In order to prevent the perception of frozen noise, only very short sections ofthe burst and aspiration were duplicated (no more than 3.5 msec), and these portions were spread throughout the aperiodic portion of the Ik/. The closure duration between the initial fricative/affricate and the /k/ was left at its original duration of 69.1 msec in all stimuli (the closure is not included in the segment durations in Table 5 ). The closure duration was not modified, because in the data of House (1988a, 1988d) there was only a 4-msec difference in average closure duration between fast and slow talkers. The short vowel token was created by deleting 8 pitch pulses. Beginning with the 6th pulse after the onset of voicing, every other pulse was deleted. The long vowel token was created by duplicating every pulse from the 6th to the next to last, or 15 pulses. The deletion and duplication of pitch pulses was done as previously described in Experiment 2.
The short and long vowel durations both occurred with the intermediate stop consonant duration, and the short and long Ikl durations occurred with the intermediate vowel duration. These five tokens of Ikasl were then spliced to the ends of each of the 10 members of the It II-III continuum, resulting in 50 different syllables. Two sets of stimuli were created, one with the Ikl varying (consisting of the short Ikl series, the intermediate series, and the long Ikl series), and the other with the vowel varying (consisting of the short Ia! series, the intermediate series, and the long Ia! series). Each set had a total of 30 stimuli, and listeners heard only one of the two sets.
Procedure. The procedure was identical to that used in Experiments I and 2. All listeners heard a practice block containing two occurrences of each of the 30 syllables in their set in random order. This was followed by blocks of three repetitions of each stimulus. Most listeners heard seven blocks (21 repetitions of each stimulus). However, because of hardware problems on specific blocks, 2 listeners in the varying vowel condition only heard six blocks (or 18 repetitions ).
Results and Discussion
For each listener, an average (mean) rating was computed for each stimulus in each series. The Itjl-Ifl category boundary for each listener was then determined for each series, and a one-way ANOVA was run on these data for each of the two groups, As in Experiments 1 and 2, an ANOVA was also performed on the percentages of "ch" responses for each series.
For the stimuli varying in Ikl duration, the results showed a significant effect of the consonant duration on the affricate-fricative category boundary [F(2,20) Table 6 shows the mean boundary locations and mean percentages (along with standard deviations) for the various conditions in this experiment. The mean rating functions (across listeners) for the three series with the Iki duration varied are shown in the left panel of Figure 4 . For the stimuli varying in vowel duration, there were no significant changes in the category boundary [F(2,24) The results from the varying Ikl series demonstrate that an adjacent stop consonant can have an effect on an initial duration-based contrast. This is consistent with an adjacency principle ofrate normalization, and it suggests that the effects found for the Iwl in the previous experiment were not simply due to the vocalic nature ofthe consonant. The lack of results from the vowel also provide support for an adjacency model. So far, however, we have only used the "sh"-"ch" series. Perhaps more importantly, both ends of the series we used in Experiment 3, as well as the Itfl end of the series from Experiment 2, are phonotactically illegal in English, and it is possible that our effects might not generalize to legal series. Some researchers have suggested that rate normalization is a general auditory process (Diehl & Walsh, 1989; Pisoni et al., 1983) . In this case, we would not expect that our results reflect an influence ofphonotactics. Nevertheless, we still believed it important to ascertain whether phonotactic legality might influence the normalization process. With this in mind, we decided to see whether our results would generalize to a series that was phonotactically legal in English.
EXPERIMENT 4
In this experiment, we created a Itwres/-/swresl series that contained the same Iwresl portion as the /tjwees/> Ifwresl series in Experiment 2. Basically, we removed the Itfl-Ifl portion from the Experiment 2 stimuli and replaced it with frication designed to cue a Itl-/sl distinction. This resulted in a phonotactically legal series with the same acoustic properties and variation in duration of adjacent and remote phonemes as those of the phonotac- 
Method
Subjects. The listeners were 41 students from an introductory psychology course at the State University of New York at Buffalo who participated in the experiment for class credit. All listeners were native speakers of English and had no reported history of a tically illegal series in Experiment 2. Furthermore, we created this series so that the It I end was similar in duration to the Itfl end ofthe Ifwres/-/tfwresl series and the lsi was similar to the IfI end in duration. Thus, the stimuli in this experiment were phonotactically legal but similar to those of Experiment 2 in terms of duration. If the results from this experiment mirror those in Experiment 2, (that is, if the approximant duration has an effect, but the vowel duration does not) it would suggest that legality per se does not influence rate normalization, at least not in this context. Furthermore, it would suggest that the effect is not limited to the Itfl-Ifl series, and it would provide further support for an adjacency principle in rate normalization. If, instead, both the approximant and vowel durations produce an effect, it would strongly suggest that rate normalization is influenced by the phonotactics of a listener's language.
Boundary
Percentage Location (in msec) "ch"
speech or hearing impairment. Twenty listeners heard the three sets of stimuli that varied in Iwl duration, and 21 heard the sets with variation in vowel duration. Two listeners in the vowel series were dropped for a failure to categorize one or more end points accurately, and I additional listener was dropped because of an equipment failure. This left a total of 19 listeners in the approximant condition, and 19 in the vowel condition. Stimuli. A male native speaker of English (I.R.S.) recorded the syllables Iswresl and Itwresl in the context of running speech. The stimuli were amplified, low-pass filtered at 4.8 kHz, digitized via a 12-bit, analog-to-digital converter at a lO-kHz sampling rate, and stored on computer disk. The syllables were excised from the carrier sentence "Norton said _ _ to me." The initial consonant segments were then separated from the remainder ofthe syllables, with the boundary being the start of periodicity. In order to make a series ranging from It/ to lsi, we removed successive sections of approximately 10 msec from the onset of the lsi, as previously described. Ainsworth (I977) has previously shown that variation in frication duration is sufficient to cue a It/-lsi distinction. Unfortunately, the resulting It/ to lsi series included 15 members. We did not want to run the experiment with this many stimuli, but also did not want any loss of sensitivity to category boundary movement. With this in mind, we pilot tested the base series to determine the location of the category boundary. The listeners were very consistent, placing their category boundary between the 7th and 8th members of the continuum. We decided to keep the 1st, 3rd, 5th, 6th, 7th, 8th, 9th, I Ith, 13th, and 15th members of the series, deleting alternating members toward both ends of the continuum. This left us with a 10-member series with initial frication durations of 42, 62, 82, 92, 102, 112, 122, 140, 161 , and 178 msec. The duration of the most extreme lsi was 178 msec, a bit longer than the longest member of the Itfl-Ifl continuum of Experiment 2 (152 msec). The It I end was a bit shorter than was the Itfl end of the earlier series (It I was 42 msec, Itfl was 62 msec). Thus, we had a slightly greater duration range in this experiment than in the ItfI-IfI experiments.
We next took the five Iwresl syllables from Experiment 2 and appended them to our 10-member It/-lsi items. ( ..... short Iwl series, the intermediate series, and the long Iwl series), and the other with the vowel varying (consisting ofthe short/rel series, the intermediate series, and the long lrel series). Each set had a total of 30 stimuli, and listeners heard only one of the two sets. The durations of the Iwl and lrel portions of the stimuli have been given previously, in Table 2 . .
Procedure. The procedure was identical to that used III the previous experiments. All listeners heard a practice block containing two occurrences of each of the 30 syllables in their set in random order. This was followed by five blocks of three repetitions (15 presentations) of each stimulus.
Results and Discussion
For each listener, an average (mean) rating was computed for each stimulus in each series. The ItI-/sl category boundary for each listener was then determined for each series, and a one-way ANOVA was run on these data for each of the two groups. As in the previous experiments, an ANOVA was also performed on the percentages of "t" responses for each series.
As expected, the duration of the approximant had a significant effect on the labeling ofthe initial distinction [F(2,36) Table 7 shows the mean boundary lo~at~ons and mean percentages (along with standard deviations) for the various conditions in this experiment. The rating functions for the three Iwl varying series are shown in the left panel of Figure 5 ; the right panel shows the results for the three vowel duration series.
The vowel results were not as clear cut. Using the category boundaries, there was no effect of vowel duration on the initial distinction [F(2,36) In order to examine this further, we did a 3 X 10 ANOVA (with factors of vowel duration and series stimulus) with follow-up tests to examine the effect ofvow~1 duration on each item in the Itl-/sl series. We hoped this would allow us to determine precisely where the effect was coming from, since it was not at the boundary. There was a main effect ofthe duration ofthe vowel [F(2,36 were 10 simple effects tests, we decided to adopt a more conservative procedure than the standard t test. We used the Greenhouse-Geisser adjusted degrees of freedom. There was no effect of vowel duration in the first stimulus (the Itl end, F < 1.0). The effects on the second and third stimuli in the series were both marginal (F = 3.29, p < .10 andF = 3.07,p < .10). The fourth mem~erofthe series showed a significant effect ofvowel duration (F == 5.12,p < .05), whereas the effect at the fifth stimulus was marginal (F = 2.94,p < .10). There was no significant effect on the sixth stimulus (F < 1.0), and there was a marginal effect ofvowel duration on the seventh stimulus (F == 3.29, p < .10). There was no significant effect of vowel duration for the last three members (the lsi end) of the test series (F < 1.0, F < 1.0, and F = 1.22, respectively).
This asymmetric result may seem rather surprising. One possible explanation is that the Itl e~d of the ser~es was more ambiguous than the lsi end. Smce our senes were made from truncating the lsi, it would not be too surprising if the It I end was less clear. Because ambiguous stimuli may be more susceptible to other influences, this could potentially explain these results. One way to examine this is to compare listeners' ratings for the end points of the series. If the It I stimuli are more ambiguous overall, the It I end point should receive lower ratings (more neutral) than the lsi end point. We performed a 2 (phoneme varying: vowel varying or approximant varying) X 3 (series: short, medium, or long) X 2 (end point: tor s) ANOVA on the rating data for the end points. We found a marginal effect of end point (F = 3.413, p < .08), but no other significant or marginal effects. The marginal effect of end point, however, was caused by the It I end having better (more extreme) ratings than the lsi end point, not the reverse. That is, the ItI end point~as rated as being as good as or better than the lsi end pomt. This suggests that the It I end of the series was unlikely to be more ambiguous than the lsi end.
The second possibility is based on the fact that the It I end is the shorter end ofthe series. Perhaps the effect was found here because rate normalization operates only over a limited temporal portion of the waveform. If only the portion of the stimulus within a limited te~poral window around the target influences the perception of the target, and all or most of the vowel was included before the end of this temporal window on the shortest Figure 5 . Group rating functions for the /twres/-/swresl series as a function of variation in semivowel duration (left) and vowel duration (right). members of this series, then some effect might be observed for shorter stimuli. Thus, a modification of the adjacency principle to incorporate a moving temporal window for rate normalization would appear to be consistent with the data from this experiment. Table 8 lists the duration from the beginning of the initial contrast (the beginning of the target phoneme) to the end of the segment whose duration was varied between series in each of the first four experiments. The first two columns list the durations to the end of the adjacent segment (lrel in Experiment 1, Iwl in Experiments 2 and 4, Ikl in Experiment 3, and III in Experiment 5), and the second two columns list the durations to the end of the nonadjacent segment (lsi for Experiment 1, lrel for Experiments 2 and 4, Ia! for Experiment 3, and 101 for Experiment 5). For both the adjacent and the nonadjacent segments, the durations are listed for the longest and shortest durations ofthese segments. For greater clarity, we have not listed the durations for the intermediate versions.
The duration from the start of the Itwresl syllable to the end ofthe vowel is relatively short, even for the longest vowel (317 msec, on the far right). Perhaps the temporal window was long enough to include part of the vowel in this series. But this leaves the question as to why we did not see a similar effect at the Itfl end of the Itfwres/-I[wees/ series, since it was only slightly longer in length (376 msec; see Table 8 ). One possibility is that the slight length difference was just enough to make the effect too small to see in our overall analysis. With this in mind, we went back and did an items analysis on these data analogous to the one we did for the Itwres/-/swresl series. We found no significant effects, and the only marginal effects were at the long end ofthe series, not the short end.
[For the Ist item, F < 1.0; for the 2nd and 3rd items, there was a marginal effect, with F(2, 14) = 3.1 0, p < .10, and F(2,14) = 3.19,p < .10, respectively. All the rest of the items were not significant: F = 1.46 for the 4th; F < 1.0 for the 5th; F = 1.10 for the 6th; for the 7th, 8th, and 9th items, F < 1.0; for the 10th, F = 1.08.] This suggests that there simply was no effect rather than a slight effect at the Itfl end that our overall tests did not detect.
A second possibility is that the size of the rate normalization temporal window for information following the target is not fixed. Rather, it varies with the quality of the acoustic-phonetic information that the listener receives. As acoustic-phonetic information accumulates for each segment, more and more information about speaking rate is also processed. If the acoustic-phonetic information is of relatively high quality (natural speech, spoken in a noise-free environment), then segmental decisions are made relatively rapidly, and little effect of a remote segment is observed in rate normalization. Conversely, if the acoustic-phonetic information is of lower quality (stylized, synthetic speech with few acoustic correlates and lor a noisy environment), then phonetic decisions may be delayed and a larger portion of the sound is used as the basis for rate normalization. If our It/-I sl series were of lower quality than our ItJI-IJI series, this post hoc explanation would work. Although there are no direct data available on this proposal, the results of Shinn, Blumstein, and Jongman (1985) and Miller and Wayland (1993) are suggestive. Shinn et aI. showed that as a synthetic Ibl-/wl series became more natural sounding, the effect of the following vowel duration on the category boundary decreased and disappeared. Miller and Wayland showed that even high-quality stimuli produced the typical rate normalization result if presented against a background of other sound. Together, these results are consistent with the proposal that the scope of rate normalization effects for information following a target depends on the quality (and processing speed) of the acoustic-phonetic information specifying target identity. Unfortunately, we have no easy way of testing this. Although we can compare the rating data from our listeners in the two experiments, it is unclear exactly what these results would indicate. These were two different groups oflisteners, and the listeners in each group were likely to make their ratings in comparison with the range ofsounds that they were being tested upon. That is, even if the listeners rated a stimulus end point as being a 1 or a 6 (the best rating possible) in relation to the other sounds hel she was hearing, this does not mean that these stimuli were as high in their phonetic quality as the stimuli with a similar rating in another experiment. Thus it is not clear that a comparison ofrating data can truly answer this question. However, with these caveats in mind, we performed a 2 (experiment: ItJI-IJI, /t/-/s/) X 2 (phonemes varying: vowel, approximant) X 3 (series: short, medium, long) X 2 (end point: short It!, /tJI vs. long lsi, IJ/) ANOYA. The only significant effect was that of experiment (F = 7.207,p < .01). However, the /t/-/sl series in Experiment 4 actually received better overall ratings than did the ItJI-IJI series in Experiment 2, not worse. There were also two marginal interactions. One was between series (s, m, 1) and phoneme (/wl, I~/), which is not particularly relevant to the question of differential stimulus quality between experiments. The other was an interaction between the experiment and the phoneme varying (F = 3.175, P < .08), representing the fact that the difference in ratings between the It/-lsi series and the ItJ/-IJI series was larger when the vowel was varying than when the Iwl was varying. In both cases, however, the It/-/sl series received the better ratings. Overall, then, these results do not provide any evidence that the It/-/sl series stimuli were more ambiguous than their matching ItJI-IJI series counterparts.
Finally, it is possible that phonotactic legality may be playing a role. Perhaps effects from later occurring phonemes can only occur in phonotactically legal series, even when they occur within the temporal window. Phonotactics alone cannot explain the results; the ItJ~s/-1Jresl series from Experiment 1 was phonotactically legal, and it showed no effect of the duration of a distal phoneme. Furthermore, the effects from the distal vowel in this series (Experiment 4) only seemed to occur in the ItI end of the series, even though both ends were legal in English. But perhaps there is an interaction between the temporal window and phonotactic legality, such that more distal sounds only have an effect if they meet both criteria (being legal and being temporally close). In order to examine this possibility, we decided to perform a direct test of the role of phonotactic legality.
EXPERIMENT 5
In this experiment, we created two series: one that ranged from Iblosl to Iplosl (the phonotactically legal series), and a second that ranged from Idlosl to /tIosl (the phonotactically illegal series). As in our other conditions, we varied the durations ofboth the liquid and the vowel portions of the syllables. We used the same Iiosl portions for both series, so that the acoustic information and duration variation in the III and 101 portions were identical in the two series. Thus, the main difference separating the two series was one of phonotactic legality. If the two series should yield identical results, it would strongly suggest that phonotactic legality per se had little effect on rate normalization in this context. If the results should differ between the two series, it would suggest that phonotactics did playa role.
Both of these series are shorter than the ones used in the previous experiments. Thus, if there is a temporal window over which normalization can occur, we might expect to find an effect of duration variation of the distal vowel in these series. That is, the vowel in these series is closer to the initial phoneme, for both ends of the test series, than was the vowel in earlier series. This is shown in the bottom part ofTable 8. Ifthere is a relatively short temporal window for rate normalization, the vowel in these series might fall within it. The two series are very similar in their duration, so a temporal window account would predict similar results for both series.
Thus, these series allow us to examine the role of phonotactic legality directly. If the effect of the vowel in the It I end of the Itw~s/-/swresl series was simply because of a temporal window, we would expect to see effects of the vowel in both the Idlos/-/tlosl and the Iblos/-/plosl series. If our earlier results reflected effects of phonotactic legality, along with the temporal window, we would expect to see an influence of vowel duration only in the (legal) Iblos/-/plosl series.
Method
Subjects. The listeners were 77 students from an introductory psychology course at the State University of New York at Buffalo who participated in the experiment for class credit. All listeners were native speakers of English and had no reported history of a speech or hearing impairment. Thirty-nine students heard the /blos/-/plosl series, of which 17 listeners heard the three sets of stimuli that varied in the liquid III duration, and 22 heard the sets with the variation in vowel 101 duration. and /tlos/ in the context of running speech. We changed to a female voice because the higher fundamental frequency allowed for more fine-grained editing than did the lower fundamental of the male speaker. The stimuli were amplified, low-pass filtered at 9.5 kHz, digitized via a 12-bit, analogto-digital converter at a 20-kHz sampling rate, and stored on computer disk. The syllables were excised from the carrier sentence, "Norton said _ _ to me." The initial stop consonant segments were then separated from the remainder of the syllables. We considered the first 10 pulses as belonging to the Ibl and the first 12 as belonging to the Idl, basing this decision on examination of the formant transitions, particularly the first formant, within the syllable. A nine-member series ranging from /bl to Ipl was created by replacing successively longer sections from the onset of the original /b/, up to the zero-crossing that marked the onset of a vocal pulse, with similar sections from the aperiodic Ipl onset. Similarly, a ninemember series ranging from Idl to It I was created. Details of the waveform editing process for creating voicing series from natural speech can be found in Ganong (1980) . This process of editing results in a natural-speech-based VOT continuum where the voicing in the initial/bl or Idl is gradually replaced by the aspiration of the initiallpl or It!. For both continua, the difference in VOT from stimulus to stimulus varies slightly since the voice pitch is not constant over the initial part of either /bl or Id/. The size ofthe replaced sections averaged 7 msec for both the Ib/-/pl and Id/-itl series. The resulting series ofVOTs ranged from approximately 24 to 61 msec in duration for the /b/-/pl series, and 23 to 79 msec in duration for the Id/-It! series.
The remainder ofthe syllable, Ilos/, taken from the production of /blos/, was edited to create four new syllables: one with a short 11/, one with a short vowel,one with a long Ill, and one with a long vowel. We considered the first 11 pitch pulses as belonging to the II/ for editing purposes, based on the movement of the formants. The 12th pulse seemed to belong equally to the II/ and the 10/, so this boundary pulse was not considered part of either the liquid or the vowel. The remaining 38 pulses were all considered to belong to the 10/. However, the last 9 pulses of the vowel were not reduplicated in making the long vowel Ilos/, for fear oftoo greatly altering the amplitude envelope and formant transitions leading into the final lsi.
For the short 11/, every other pulse (the even-numbered pulses) was removed, for a total of 5 fewer pulses. For the long 11/, each of the pulses, except for the very first, was reduplicated, resulting in a stimulus with 10 more pulses. For the short 10/, every other pulse was deleted, for a total of 19 fewer pulses, and for the long 10/, each of the first 29 pulses was reduplicated. The short and long vowel durations both occurred with the intermediate liquid duration (38 msec), and the altered short and long II/ stimuli had the intermediate vowel duration (142 msec). These five tokens of110s1 were then spliced to the ends of each of the nine members of the Ib/-/pl VOT continuum and the nine members of the Id/-/tl continuum, resulting in 90 different syllables. Four sets of stimuli were created, one with the II/ varying in the Iblos/-/plosl series (consisting of the short III series, the intermediate series, and the long II/ series), one with the II/ varying in the Idlos/-/tlosl series, one with the vowel varying in the /blos/-/plosl series (consisting of the short 101 series, the intermediate series, and the long 101 series), and one with the 101 varying in the Idlos/-/tlosl series. Each set had a total of27 stimuli, and listeners heard only one of the four sets. The approximate durations for the liquid and vowel portions of these syllables are given in Table 9 . These durations are within the range reported by Crystal and House (1988d) for liquids and vowels in American English.
Procedure. The procedure was nearly identical to that used in the previous experiments. All listeners heard a practice block containing two occurrences of each of the 27 syllables in their set in random order. This was followed by blocks of either 2 or 3 repetitions of each stimulus. All listeners heard at least 15 repetitions of each stimulus. Because of some hardware failures on individual blocks, the number of repetitions that each listener received was not identical. In the /blos/-/plosl liquid series, 7 listeners heard seven blocks ofthree repetitions each, for a total of21 repetitions, and the remaining 6 heard five blocks, for a total of 15. In the vowel series, 10 heard seven blocks (21 repetitions), and the remaining 6 heard five blocks (15 repetitions). Because of computer memory limitations, listeners heard 2 repetitions per block for the Idlos/-/tlos1 series. All listeners in this experiment heard eight blocks, or 16 repetitions of each stimulus.
Results and Discussion
For each listener, an average (mean) rating was computed for each stimulus in each series. The category boundary for each listener was then determined for each series, and a one-way ANOVAwas run on these data for each of the four groups. As in previous experiments, an ANOVAwas also performed on the percentages ofvoiced ("b" or "d") responses for each series. Table 10 shows the mean boundary locations and mean percentages (along with standard deviations) for the various conditions in this experiment.
We will consider the /b/-/p/ results first. As expected, the duration of the liquid had a significant effect on the initial /b/-/p/ distinction [F(2,24) The effect of vowel duration was also significant for the /b/-/p/ series [F(2,30) = 10.20, p < .001 for the cat- 
GENERAL DISCUSSION
As an aid to discussing the results of all five experiments, Figure 8 Figure 8 . Second, variation in the duration of the nonadjacent phoneme only produced a change in the /twres/-/swres/, /blos/-/plos/, and /dlos/-/tlosl series. Analysis of the effect of the vowel in these three series showed that when the vowel was most temporally removed from the onset of the initial phoneme (Iswres/), no rate normalization effect was found (see also Table 8 ). This suggests that it is certainly possible to get rate normalization effects from nonadjacent segments, but only when they are within a limited temporal period after the onset of the target distinction.
.01], and short versus long [t(20) = 4.88, P < .001] for the percent "d."6 The mean rating functions, averaged across listeners, are shown in the left panel of Figure 7 for the III duration-varying group. The 101 duration-varying group rating functions are shown on the right.
These results demonstrate that nonadjacent segments can have an effect on perception of an initial phoneme. Furthermore, they suggest that the primary determinant of whether a distal phoneme has an effect or not is whether it is within a critical temporal distance after the target. Segments that occur outside of (after) this critical distance do not appear to affect the rate normalization process. Furthermore, the rate normalization process does not appear to be influenced by whether the phonetic sequence is phonotactically legal or not. The only difference between our /blos/-/plosl and Idlos/-/tlosl series was in the initial consonant. This difference produced series that were either phonotactically legal for American English (/blos/-/plos/) or phonotactically illegal (Idlos/-Itlos/). However, robust effects ofboth the adjacent liquid duration and the remote vowel duration were found on both test series, indicating that no effect of phonotactics appears to have occurred. Thus, it would appear that the results of Experiments 2 and 3 were not influenced by the phonotactic status of the phoneme sequences that we used. Instead, we appear to have consistent evidence that only temporal proximity to the target is important for rate normalization. This overall pattern of results seems to be most readily explained by proposing that rate normalization based on information that follows the target occurs within a limited time window. Anything within that window can have an effect, but anything outside that window does not. Furthermore, it appears that the phonotactics of the utterance have little or no effect. In our series, rate normalization occurred in the same manner, whether the sequence was legal (e.g., /blos/) or illegal (/dios/) in the language. Furthermore, across the limited range of phonetic contexts and test series used in these experiments, all adjacent phonemes (stop, approximants, vowel) produced an effect. To put this another way-we found no evidence that either phonetic identity or acoustic similarity ofphonemes following the target influences rate normalization, in spite of our attempts to find such influences.
Our results are consistent with Miller and Dexter's (1988) findings and conclusions in two ways. First, there was no situation in which our listeners ignored later occurring rate information from the adjacent segment. Listeners consistently used rate information from the adjacent segments, without regard to segment identity (vowel, approximant, or stop) or phonotactics. To put this another way-s-our findings are consistent with Miller and Dexter's proposal that rate normalization is an obligatory component of speech processing and that listeners incorporate the rate information available at the time at which they make a phonetic decision. Second, the finding that neither phonotactics nor segment identity of the adjacent segment had an influence on rate normalization in these experiments is consistent with the idea that rate normalization occurs relatively early in perception. Idl Figure 7 . Group rating functions for the /dlos/-/tlos/ series as a function of variation in glide duration (left) and vowel duration (right). One explanation for these results is that there is a temporal window over which rate normalization initially occurs. This window normally includes one, or perhaps two, phonemes following the target segment. The duration of phonemes falling within this window will have an effect on perception of the target segment. That is, these durations will be the basis for rate normalization. Segment durations of phonemes falling outside of (after) this temporal window will not have such an effect. Furthermore, as described previously with respect to our results in Experiment 4 with the Itwres/-/swresl series, it is possible that the size ofthis temporal window is not fixed. Rather, it may vary with the time course ofacoustic-phonetic processing. The time course of acoustic-phonetic processing, in turn, is influenced by the quality of the acousticphonetic information. With high-quality information, phonetic decisions are made relatively quickly and a relatively short temporal window would be present for rate normalization. Lower quality stimuli, or a noisy communication channel, may engender longer perceptual processing before a phonetic decision is reached. This yields a longer temporal window within which segments of the speech stream could influence rate normalization.
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Although this proposal for a dynamic temporal window for rate normalization is post hoc, it is consistent with our data and with the effects of naturalness (Shinn et aI., 1985) and of background noise (Miller & Wayland, 1993) on rate normalization. It also allows us to explain the remote rate normalization results reported by Miller and Liberman (1979) where the vowel in the syllable following the target produced rate normalization effects. In their study, duration variation in the second vowel in a /badal-/wadal series influenced perception of the initial phoneme as "b" or "w." The second vowel was relatively distant from the onset of the target when the first vowel was long (296 or 440 msec for short and long second vowels). When the first vowel was short, the time from target onset to the end of the second syllable was shorter (152 or 296 msec). Since Miller and Liberman found overall effects ofboth first vowel duration and second vowel duration, and no interaction, it would appear that information as much as 400 msec after target onset influenced perception. In our studies, no influence was found beyond about 300 msec from target onset. However, the Miller and Liberman stimuli were stylized, synthetic speech, whereas our stimuli were mostly edited, natural speech. If acoustic-phonetic processing for their stimuli took place over a slightly longer time course than that for our stimuli, there could have been a longer temporal window for rate normalization effects, and thus a consistent interpretation of all of these results emerges.
The data ofSummerfield (1981) are also relevant here.
In his studies, variation in the duration ofa final /zl fricative had no effect on the perception of an initial /b/-/pl distinction in the syllables /bizl and Ipiz/. The approximate duration from target onset to the end of the longest /zl was 300 msec, or about the same as that to the end of the vowel in our Iblos/~/plosl stimuli. The fact that Summerfield found no effect ofa nonadjacent consonant (replicated in Experiment I here), whereas we found an effect of a nonadjacent vowel when the temporal distances were roughly equal , is inconsistent with our proposal. Consequently, it is possible that additional factors are at work . One possibility is that the vowel between the target and the final Iz/ exerted a strong enough effect so that it overwhelmed the influence of the Iz/. A second possibility is that there is some role for a sonority principle, even though we did not observe it in the present experiments . A third possibility is that the listeners in Summerfield's study were making their phonetic decisions rapidly enough so that the final Iz/ duration variation had no influence.
Finally, we should consider the results of Green et al. (1994) again. Their results showed that a substantial change in FO stopped the rate normalization process. That is, only the vowel duration up to the FO change in their CV syllables influenced perception of the initial target consonant. Like the results of Summerfield (1981) , this suggests that some factor(s) besides temporal proximity contributes to rate normalization and that further research is needed.
In summary, the composite results of the experiments presented here suggest that rate normalization effects are dependent on a principle of adjacency, but not on principles of similarity or sonority. The phonotactics of a segment also do not appear to affect rate normalization. This adjacency principle is not limited to the adjacent phoneme per se, but rather to an adjacent temporal window, into which one or two phonemes typically fall. Only the segments that fall within that window are likely to have an effect on the rate normalization processes that operate in perception. NOTES I. This shows that duration, per se, is not the only factor involved in rate normalization.
2. We considered an individual as being unable to classify the end points if he/she did not reach 80% correct at both ends ofat least two of the three series with which he/she was tested. Across all five experiments, 31 of232 listeners (13.4%) failed this criterion. The failure rate was higher for Experiments 1-3 (21 of 114, or 18.4%) than it was for Experiments 4 and 5 (10 of 118, or 8.5%). Since Experiments 1-3 all used /tJ/-/J/test series, this may reflect a general difficulty that listeners had in classifying these stimuli. The reason for this failure rate is un-clear. However, the general consistency of the results within and across 6. The first time we ran the Idlos/-/tlosl series with the vowel varyexperiments indicates to us that this failure rate should not substantially ing, we did not find any significant effects [F(2,28) = 1.14, P > .10 for influence the conclusions we have drawn.
category boundary data, andF(2,28) = 2.19,p > .10 for percentage data].
3. The percentage data were computed by collapsing across the ratHowever, there did appear to be a trend in the correct direction. Thereings. Thus, ratings of 1,2, and 3 were treated as "ch" responses, and ratfore, we ran the experiment a second time, and this time we did find ings of 4,5, and 6 were treated as "sh" responses. significant effects; these are the results reported in the main text. When 4. For the planned comparisons, two-tailed 1tests were used unless we combined the data from both experiments, the results were signifiotherwise noted.
cant [F(2,70) 
APPENDIX
The formant frequencies, bandwidths, and amplitudes for the first through fifth formants, over the entire /tfres/ syllable, are shown below. The fundamental frequency (FO), amplitude of voicing (AV), and amplitude offrication (AF) are also shown. All other parameters ofthe synthetic stimuli in Experiment 1 were held constant. The amplitude of the sixth formant (A6) was set to zero. Other values were set to their defaults (see Klatt, 1980) .
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